DECLARATION OF IDENTITY (DOI)

If you do not have a valid ID, an older sibling or parent may provide a Declaration of Identity (DOI) for you.

If a Parent completes the DOI, the following is required:

- Declaration of Identity Form duly completed and notarized.
- Certified copy of valid ID.
- Certified copy of Marriage/Divorce Certificate (if mother’s married name is on ID provided).

If an Older sibling completes the Declaration of Identity, the following is required:

- Declaration of Identity Form duly completed and notarized.
- Certified copy of Birth Certificate – The older sibling providing the DOI should have at least one parent (this parent’s name must also be listed on your Birth Certificate) in common with the applicant.
- Certified copy of valid ID.
- Certified copy of Marriage/Divorce Certificate (if sister’s married name is on ID provided).

If your older sibling or parent is in Jamaica then they may also visit the Passport, Immigration and Citizenship Agency (PICA) closest to them (preferably Kingston) with the same documents listed above and advise of their intention to execute a DOI for you. Kindly advise the Embassy if this will be done in order to ensure that PICA is informed and that the documents are submitted to the relevant officer.